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SchmartBoard has started a new forum on our website to answer questions, and to
allow SchmartBoard users to share. Last month we decided to give away $10
SchmartBoards for up to 100 different people in return for their posts on the forum
to help us jumpstart this new endeavor. We had close to 50 different people post
(not including those !*$@$& spammers). We'd like to extend this through June for
up to 50 new posters. If you post a substantive comment, question or photo in June,
we will contact you for shipping information and the $10 board of your choice. 1
per new poster. The forum is at http://forum.schmartboard.com. Sign up and post
today.

Website Overhaul
The forum, mentioned above, is part of an overhaul on the SchmartBoard website.
We have changed the home page and have uploaded a fun new video entitled "You
Can Do This". We also plan to make navigating easier, as well as improve the
product pages. Bear with us as we make the website better for you.

Current Special While Supplies Last! $10.00
Squawk, Squawk, Squaaaawk! OWI's Flapping
Sea Gull mini solar kit will provide an adventure
marked by growth in self-confidence and selfesteem. As the builder embarks on creating a
kit that looks similar to a sea gull, one will
sense a minute by minute attitude change.
What first started out to be a box full of parts
with a set of instructions has turned out to be a
life like creation of a three dimensional wing
flapping masterpiece. The Flapping Sea Gull
loves the smell of the ocean breeze, but will
require the warmth of the sun in order to flap it wings. It's just another of OWI's
way to teach alternative energy principles. The suction cup will allow you to secure
your new friend in direct sunlight and watch it be your weather indicator. Sea Gull
poop clean up not required. No batteries and tools required and only 12 plastic
parts to assemble.
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST ONLY $10.00
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Important SchmartLinks
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For our users who buy at Jameco
Electronics, they have significantly
augmented there SchmartBoard product
offering. They have added our MicroChip
PIC and Parallax development boards,
all of our new SMT Connector Boards, all 6 of our voltage regulator modules,
SchmartSolder, most of our SMT components boards, our new 4" x 4" though hole
board and the majority of our jumper cables. They should be on Jameco's shelves
by mid June.

Clearance Reminder
Our loss is your gain. We added some more items to our clearance section in the
month of May...Check it out and snap them up while they last.

This Month's Winners:
This Month's SchmartBoard Contest Winner: This month's winner of a $30
combo pack is Matthew Turner of Central Michigan University. According to
Matthew: "I use a lot of TQFP microcontrollers, which are very difficult to hand
solder. I received the Schmartboard sample keychain, and it was wonderful. I
already plan to purchase several Schmartboards for my next project."
This Month's SchmartMoney Winners: Each month three people will be
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awarded $10 in SchmartMoney. You have to be signed up to win though. This
month's winners are:
Tony Meche of St. Jude Medical, Neuromodulation in Dallas, TX, USA
Eric Crawford of Crayfish Engineering In Everett, WA, USA
Benedetta Piantella GRND Lab LLC of Astoria, NY, USA
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Spring is here, summer is coming.
Check out our latest special which
has been inspired by the changing
of the seasons.

